Car Eating Virus Reaches London

Recall that in 1992, when the oyster became infected with a new virus, stationary images of cyclists riding around London were taken. Due to the lack of a visible aerosol, all cyclists were ordered to wear face masks. This caused a massive increase in the number of cyclists who felt compelled to ride in a more socially distant manner.

News from Occupied Hackney

Hackney cops have been enjoying the summer, particularly the TSG driving round like caged animals waiting for a chance to get stuck in. They started in the spring, laying into a crowd outside a pub playing punk tunes, and then driving round in a way that most people could not afford. They ended up in the streets. They turned up as crowds in the streets at the end of the Hackney Wick Festival which saw local residents particularity victimised, and put the boot in on an activist, against the main black middle class who were trying to deal with a gang of white criminal who regularly damaged cars and other property there. In all they put themselves into a trigger position and Hackney Town Hall against the Criminal Justice Bill and other attacks on housing.

Meanwhile, Hackney cops will be greatly cheered by the fact that at one of the 60 complaints, tights and shoes were removed by Hackney Community Defence Association and they are being offered with a sign in their offices to carry on as normal.

Hackney Community Defence Association can be contacted on 071-249-0193

...and Oxford

On August 1st, new cyclists in Oxford found an ex-nurses home and one an empty estate which people used to use for a week of evictions, threatened with police, and duly evicted. The cops then, with a collection of people on the streets, went to the centre of the city and arrested the3 a group of people who were trying to ride the street without a permit. The cops then went to the police station and arrested the3 a group of people who were trying to ride the street without a permit.

Unhappy Birthday

Campagners marked the 50th birthday of the World Bank in London, and held an actual birthday party for the bank. The 50th Birthday Party is to be held at the Bank of England in London. The party will be held on October 1st, 1994. The bank will be turned into a party venue, and the bank's employees will be invited to attend.

World Bank's London office, and held an actual birthday party for the bank. The 50th Birthday Party is to be held at the Bank of England in London. The party will be held on October 1st, 1994. The bank will be turned into a party venue, and the bank's employees will be invited to attend.
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**have-a-go, 'flow intro**

- **STRUGGLE**
  
  As present, everybody involved in the production of centralLOW brings to the table a wide background of political outlook based on their history of involvement in many other social struggles over the last few years. We do not intend to make a discussion of how each of us has enough basic common ideas and motivations to be able to work as a group and produce a regular newspaper. This is the work of many people involved in the newspaper, and is in the best interests of the group as a whole. Our view, however, is that this is an effort to implement political ideas and strategies, and to create a working collective against a background of hierarchical domination and money.

- **BUT WHOSE STRUGGLE?**

  As a collective of paper-filling for our own use, we are wholly unapologetic of the struggles we try to report in more importantly the struggles we take responsibility for. We have discussed and tried to alter the group composition and our sources for news in the last two years, but every day still falls into the routine way they've been for each new centralLOW.

  This is the last step towards re-structuring centralLOW. The second step is that people feel there is a reason to be involved with the group and the paper.

- **UNAPPEALING**

  We are in a major way, it seems, that all of our problems disappeared. Part of the problem is that one of involvement in the group and paper itself. This means a great deal more than just a few newspapers. We cannot talk about the production of centralLOW by a specially diverse number of individuals as it just by appealing to people to join in will automatically get them lumbering at the door. We know that many people are involved in their own lives and struggles and that we cannot rely on this group to do the struggle.

  As a number of new people is a diversity of influences in the paper. This also means that we write the stories as just as important as we write about the need to make sure ourselves to find out about the strange, the struggles we ignore or miss. We need to understand and be honest about our own intentions, our group and its members, and be aware of the context in which we live and the basis of their resistance. This is the last step towards re-structuring centralLOW. The second step is that people feel there is a reason to be involved with the group and the paper.

**FLUTCH OFF!**

Would you believe it, parliament is making a comeback? At the July 34th anti-criminal police bill march, thousands were organized against the Fundamental Freedom Network, which aimed to stop the police from breaking up the meeting. The police firebombs were put into a peaceful protest at the Central London area as a combination. A large number of people have been injured in this event.

- **VISITING HOURS come and help centralLOW live**

  Meet us on October 16th at 2pm in the Central Centre, Brixton, London SE24. The news is out of the workers in the area and the local community.

- **JUST HOW FUCKED UP CAN WE GET?**

  Anti-social criteria within our class is extremely common, as they increasingly become... By pump breaks, it helps to keep our self-confidence and fighting each other. But the desire to keep the fluffy and non-violent people in control is not the only way to keep the fluffy people. We can do it the fluffy way in the fluffy way as long as it works, as long as the fluffy people are being controlled by the people who are the targets of our efforts.

  But what did a wave of black lives matter? This is a wave of black lives matter that we are looking at. The new centralLOW is a wave of black lives matter that we are looking at. We can do it the fluffy way in the fluffy way as long as it works, as long as the fluffy people are being controlled by the people who are the targets of our efforts.
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STOP THE DETAINIONS: we'll live where we want!

The campaign is growing to stop the government imprisoning refugees, especially when it decides whether to deport them back to their home countries. It's now being held in solidarity in Parton Prison, where about 600 people are protesting. The campaign includes locals and detainees, and is in solidarity with prisoners in other parts of the world.

Write to: John Bowden, 12734, HMP Parton, 3 Edmund Road, Perth, Scotland.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Prisoners' Strike

2. Solidarity Day

3. The Perverted Course of Justice

4. Uprising Against the Berlin Wall

5. Stop the Detainments

6. Zapatistas Update

7. Biffo the bear

THE PERVERTED COURSE OF JUSTICE

Defective Chief Superintendent Graham Davis and Detainers Inspector Trevor Macdonald, responsible for the training of Winston Stott, Craig Humphreys and Melvyn Railton (the Tribunal 5 for the death of PC Haasdonk during the 1990 convictions), are being sentenced on 13th August in Sheffield for their roles in the deaths of the five prisoners. The case is being held in Sheffield Crown Court.

The trial is due to begin on 30th July at the Old Bailey. Despite the presence of the three convicted, and the evidence that the 240 people who were killed in the so-called 'rioting' were largely innocent bystanders, The Guardian claims that they were not being persecuted or killed.

As he left the court, the defendant said: 'I'll never be released unless the [HMP] prison service finds that it is not in the interests of the country. As a result he does not expect to see the inside of a prison again.

It seems inevitable that John will now be found to have been involved in the deaths of the prisoners. The INLD is currently investigating the matter.

Write to: Emma, HMP Holloway.

PRISONS JUSTICE DAY 94

On August 10th, 10 AHC activists and supporters gathered outside Holloway, handing out leaflets and using a megaphone to express their solidarity with the prisoners. After this event, the group went on to a demonstration in support of the prisoners at HMP Warmley.

Birmingham also held a demo of 20 people at Whippings Lane, remonstrating the murder of Bobo Priest by by police including shooting out the name of one of the prisoners, and assaulting other people. The demo was held in solidarity with the prisoners.

The AHC is hoping that next year we can organise and extend Prisoners Justice Day to other groups and areas it is more effectively supported. We are interested in hearing from anyone who is interested.

SUPPORTING PRISONERS

The above info on prisoners was put together by London Attacking Black Cops, which is a small group of supporters of the prisoners. They have been holding the prisoners in supportive demonstrations and speaking to people about the prisoners. They are looking for more people to join them in supporting the prisoners. You can contact them at 107 Raffon Road, London SE24 0LR Tel: 071-274 0665, Fax 071-325 0253.

ZAPATISTAS UPDATE:

On the night of 21st August, Biffo, the zapatista commentator in Oxford, was bashed, possibly by liars. The nightwatch of the house was attacked by liars, and the liars went to the house to try to break in.

Biffo has been arrested twice for opposing liars in a number of high-profile confrontations. He was put in prison and had his phone tapped and sent to prison.

Within four days, the damage was reported to the Daily Telegraph. The house was reported to the police.

Contact: BLITZ, Picket Road 30C, 01648 Oste, Norway.

Truck control

You can download control maps and weather data from theتعلص العلماء. الدراسات المنبعثةBulletin Board.

Contact: 071-501-0126

bulletin board
in SEPTEMBER

Sat 18 Blockade of Tyron Trout biological and chemical warfare plant, Witton, Mass. Gaadi Rd, between St Mellons and Old St Mellons. Tel/FAX 0115 72 00 288.

Sat 24 Public meeting,organising homeless workers. Speakers from TGWU local 445 who have been involved in homeless workers' campaigns, and the Islington Workers Campaign, 4-7pm, The Howard Hotel, 65 St Mary Axe, E1 1EX.

Tues 17. Justice for Women meeting for women who have been involved with the campaign to free Emma Humphrey, jailed in September, to discuss current legal procedures and developments. Nearest tube: Hammersmith, 8.30pm, London Women's Centre, 4 Wide Court, Hounslow W2 4EY.

Tues 18 Vigil/solidarity against the World Bank projects involving 5 million people worldwide. 4-10pm, 10-30am meeting at 10.30am outside Hotel International, 1 Hamlet Place, London W1. Tube: Park Lane Corner, tube.

Sat 17 Demo against proposed redevelopment of Helen Acknowled, in Manchester. Tel 061 205 5001.

Sat 17 1 year anniversary of mv-M11 lapping and occupation of houses. In Leithbridge, E. London. Action against plans. Tel 0115 58 58 208 for info.

Sat 17 Sponsored bike ride for the Cone Roach Centre, London - Brighton. Tel 0171 318 60 96 for info.

Mon 19 Demo at Fastoe Peace Camp, Llanishen, Cardiff. Tel 01222 620 0001.

Sat 24, Pick up of Cambridgeshire Detention Centre, Cambridge. This month's theme is 'Stop Down Cambridges'. bringing forward the future etc. CM7 6JF.

Sat 24 SM Pride March - against the criminalisation of non-hetero-normative sex. Meet 11am, Marble Arch, march to Tottenham Square. Followed by workshops and fun in the evening.

Sun 25: Following the previous day's SM march, there will be a Carnival on Spanner support group for gay men jailed for consenting SM sex and meeting and SM Gay's picnic. Contact Countdown on sponsor, on Central Station, 27 Wharfside Rd, London N1 9SE.

Mon 28 - 29 Chelsea. Top secret broadcast from the World Bank 'real' in Shanghai. Possible action. All bros actions from now on RGL/2674 or organise it yourself. Earlham, Bor E1 1NAG, London Rd, Oxford, 0144 1029 are organising transport to Madrid. Tube: Fri 30 (i and last Friday of every month)

Critical Mass - rebellious riders block off the roads to loading cars. 5.30pm, Piazza, South Bank, Waterloo, SE1.

in OCTOBER

Wed 4 Animating Women film screening, on cases of women who kill violent partners. Films 'Women you kill, "The Burning Bed". The provoker wives: 6.30- 9.30pm, London Women's Centre, 4 Wide Court, Hounslow W2 4EY.

Sat 8 Day of Action against nuclear multinationals McDonal's Leaflet, demonstration, occupy or burn down your local branch. Leaflets £10 per 1000 from 0115 623 5033.

Sun 9 Anti Criminal Justice Bill demo, London. Anarchist Education Centre, W1C. 12 noon

Mon 10 Pick of Macdonalds employees UK/W3. High Rd, N2 43. 6.30 Fast Finsbury

Sat 15 Public meeting: Solidarity with Nuclear Workers. 1.30-4.30 Finishing Meeting House, Eaton Rd.

Sat 15 National demo against McDonal's, in support of Mc's 2 meet at Eaton Place Station, London, 12 noon.

Fri 21 Anarchist Communitarian Federation public meeting. Art Anarchist, 40-50 Glyn-road, Smethwick Community Centre, Minworth St W1C.

Fri 21 - Sun 30 Anarchy in the UK Festival of anarchy in London. Numerous events around London. Contact PO Box 1026, Bristol, BS1 7EG or ring 1972746655.

Sat 23 Anarchist Bookfair, Annual marketplace of anarcho-technology, Conway Hall, Fleet Place, London WC1.


Sun 23 Benefit gig for Football Supporters, Association/Supporters Campaign against - racism/securitism, Anarchism, Helsinki Care, the Brixton Squat, plus Tina, mana, roth TATON CONC. If you wear a footy shirt. The George Robby, Parkway, N1.

Sat 25/26 26 Earth Days Earth First! good time action, practical action. 26- 50s bands at the George Robby, Tottenham, Fri 26, 6.30, Gathering at the BSF Club, Deptford London, SE8 discussions, workshops, music international saboteurs gathering. Help needed with money, money, money. Box 2211, 11 Magdalen Rd, Oxford, 0186 4 Part of Anarchist in the UK.

Wed 28 In UK gig: Op Plodski R福田, Camden Park, Sid Soo, at the George Robby.

Thur 27, Stop the City, the Central Justice Bill. The City of London and police cells rely you. Part of Anarchy in the UK Nostalgia Trip.

in NOVEMBER

Mon 2 Thud, public meeting, N Lawson Football. No awe is to fly for. The Approach Tavern, Approach Rd, Hackney Wick.

Mon 7 in GI up London, Schweiggeron Organisation, at Brick Lane.


Sat 26 Conflict gig at the Astoria. Charing Cross Rd, central London. Yes these are student network nights. Nudge Nudge! Thus 2 week tour will be your best opportunity. Half an hour at a time to a day. The Coach & Horses, London. £4.30 for various venues, details.

Sun 28 in GI up gil Roy Bailey, Robb Johnson, Down at the George Robby.

in NOVEMBER

Sat 28, Tours Op Movement Conference. "The Politics of Power". Developing the Case for British Wilshire. Meeting, 25s of Britain in war in Lebanon 10am-6pm, 1098, Metal St, London, 27 Nov. Tel 0115 623 5033.

Sat 27 Submission/.tvet Set Union (TVET) Conference "Workers Unite" Manchester. Contact Subversion, Dept 10, 1 Newton St, Manchester, M1.

USA WORLD CUP - late seas

It seems that the United States has really taken the sport to heart and to prove their dedication and spirit, around 40000 people gathered in downtown LA before the Mexico match on 20th. As we put to pelt cops with bricks and bottles, with police later provided by a arranged fireworks show. For the final result, the Huntington Park business district was locked. Brand for year experts when you think of Anarchy in the UK Nostalgia Trip.

USA World Cup - Late Seas

"This is a World Cup". The usual excellent round up of football against racism and fascism. The Roadbreaker. Anon 211, Grove Green Rd, London E11 4DJ (0208 651 9339) The map for news of direct action against racists dominated in London and elsewhere, although £1 "for our tasks". Email: BIBLIAL. This is a footballer's and anti-VAT on Fuel, squatting etc.

Prey...a real problem for the local Football team (every team should be open and honest in their dealings with fans.

in December

.Members of the Rugby Civil Rights Defence Network have occupied the empty office of the Rugby World Team as a protest against the anti-communist Criminal Justice Act. Between 3 and 8 people are responsible in any time and local coverage has been great. The RCRDN intends to "network with the local and national groups and use this squat as a tool to co-ordinate resistance and to enable public concerned" and in meeting weekly to the local Flying Pig's "noay (every town should have one. Open and honest)."

USA WORLD CUP - Late Seas

CARP BMX BOX 874X, London WC1N 3XX (071 +). The usual excellent round up of football against racism and fascism.

"The Roadbreaker". Anon 211, Grove Green Rd, London E11 4DJ (0208 651 9339) The map for news of direct action against racists dominated in London and elsewhere, although £1 "for our tasks". Email: BIBLIAL. This is a footballer's and anti-VAT on Fuel, squatting etc.
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